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Elimination of potential hypotheses is a fundamental component of many learning processes. In
order to understand the nature of elimination, herein we study the followingmodel of learning recursive
functions from examples. On any target function, the learning machine has to eliminate all, save one,
possible hypotheses such that the missing one correctly describes the target function. It turns out that
this type of learning by the process of elimination (elm-learning, for short) can be stronger, weaker or
of the same power as usual Gold style learning.
While for usual learning any r.e. class of recursive functions can be learned in all of its numberings,
this is no longer true for elm-learning. For elm-learnability of an r.e. class in a given of its numberings,
we derive sufficien conditions of this numbering (decidability of index equivalence and paddability)
as well as a condition being both necessary and sufficient Then we deal with the problem of which r.e.
classes are elm-learnable in all of their numberings and which are not.
Elm-learning of arbitrary classes of recursive function is shown to be of the same power as usual
learning. For elm-learnability of an arbitrary class in an arbitrary numbering, paddability of this num-
bering remains to be useful, whereas decidability of index equivalence can be “maximally weak” or
“extremely useful”.We also give a characterization for elm-learnability of an arbitrary class of recursive
functions.
Finally, we consider some generalizations of elm-learning. One of them is of the same power
as usual learning by teams. A further generalization even allows to learn the class of all recursive
functions. C© 2002 Elsevier Science (USA)
1. INTRODUCTION
When you have eliminated the impossible, whatever remains, however improbable, must be the truth.
SherlockHolmes
All of learning involves some sort of elimination of inappropriate hypotheses. Actually, in both
human learning or, more general, human problem solving as well as in automated problem solving, one
often find out several “non-solutions” to the given problem first contradicting the data obtained or
explaining them unsatisfactorily. Consequently, one then will exclude these non-solutions from further
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consideration. This situation is analogous to pruning a search space. In this paper, we take the extrem
view of considering learning by attempting to eliminate all but one hypothesis in the given space of
hypotheses such that this only remaining one correctly solves the actual learning problem.
As objects to be learned we take recursive functions, i.e., computable mappings from the set of natural
numbers into this set that are everywhere def ned. Numberings of classes of recursive or partial recursive
functions, respectively, serve as hypotheses spaces. A learning machine is an algorithmic device which
receives the graph of the function to be learned and outputs an inf nite sequence of indices from the
corresponding numbering that serves as hypotheses space. In usual Gold style learning, these indices are
interpreted “positively;” in order to learn the target function the sequence of hypothesized indices must
converge to a correct index of this function in the underlying numbering. In learning by the process of
elimination (elm-learning, for short), the indices produced by the machine are interpreted “negatively;”
in order to elm-learn the unknown function the sequence of output indices has to contain all but one
index and this missing index must be a correct one of the target function in the given numbering.
As it turns out, elm-learnability heavily depends on the properties of the underlying numbering serving
as hypotheses space. Hence we search for such properties that make a numbering appropriate for elm-
learning. In several cases it is even possible to give characterizations of elm-learnability. Furthermore,
we rely elm-learning to usual Gold style learning. Our results imply that elm-learning can be stronger,
weaker or of the same power as Gold style learning. We now outline some of the results in somewhat
more detail.
In Section 3, we consider recursively enumerable (r.e.) classes of recursive functions and recursive
numberings exactly enumerating these classes as hypotheses spaces. While in usual Gold style learning
each r.e. class is learnable in all of its numberings, this is no longer true for elm-learning. Thus, in this
sense, elm-learning is weaker than usual Gold style learning. Hence we derive several properties which
make a numbering suitable for elm-learning, among them decidability, Theorem 1, and paddability,
Theorem 3; this specif cally implies that each r.e. class possesses a recursive numbering in which
this class is elm-learnable, Corollary 2. Informally, a numbering is decidable if its index equivalence
problem is decidable, i.e., for any pair of indices in this numbering, it is decidable whether or not the
corresponding functions coincide. A numbering is paddable if for any index in this numbering, inf nitely
many other indices can effectively be generated all of which describing the same function as the initial
index does. Finally, we deal with the problem of which r.e. classes are elm-learnable in all of their
numberings and which are not, respectively.
In Section 4, we consider arbitrary classes of recursive functions and allow arbitrary computable
numberings as hypotheses spaces. It turns out that in Go¨del numberings, elm-learning is of the same
power as traditional Gold style learning, Corollary 13. Paddability remains to be useful also for elm-
learning in arbitrary numberings, Theorem12,while decidability canbe “maximallyweak,”Theorem15,
or “extremly useful,” Theorem 19, in dependence on the concrete numbering. Actually, the latter result
just yields a characterization of elm-learnability of arbitrary classes of recursive functions in terms of
certain decidable numberings.
In Section 5, we consider two generalizations of elm-learning. The f rst one allows the elm-learning
machine to f nitely often change its mind on whether or not to eliminate an index in the underlying
numbering. In dependence on this underlying numbering, this relaxation does or does not enrich the
capabilities of usual elm-learning, respectively. The second generalization allows the machine to elim-
inate all indices except a set of f nite cardinality such that this set of missing indices contains a correct
index of the target function. In this case, elm-learning turns out to be considerably stronger than usual
Gold style learning in the analogous situation, Theorems 22 and 24. By the latter result, even the class
of all recursive functions is elm-learnable in this generalized manner.
Related Work
The present paper is based on both Freivalds et al. (1994b), where the approach of learning by the
process of elimination (there called co-learning) was introduced and investigated for the f rst time, and
Freivalds et al. (1994a). Most of the results below stem from these papers. Shortly thereafter, Kummer
(1995) used this approach for solving a long-standing open problem of recursion-theoretic numbering
theory, see Theorem 11 below. Some of our results in Section 3, namely Theorems 1, 6, 7, 8 can also be
derived from Kummer’s result and other results from numbering theory, see Ershov (1968). However,
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we f nd it reasonable to give direct proofs for our results in order to make the paper self-contained and to
explicitly demonstrate techniques being specif c for learning by the process of elimination. Moreover,
these direct proofs are technically easier in that they do not use priority arguments, as it is necessary in
Kummer’s proof. Note that these Theorems 1, 6, 7, 8 were already proved in Freivalds et al. (1994b).
Then, in Freivalds and Zeugmann (1996), elm-learning of indexed families of recursive languages was
studied. Finally, in Jain et al. (1996) and Lange et al. (1996), for functions and languages, respectively,
modif catons of elm-learning were introduced and investigated which differ from our generalizations
in Section 5 below.
2. PRELIMINARIES
Recursion-theoretic concepts not explained below are treated in Rogers (1987). Let N denote the set
of natural numbers. For I ⊆ N, I¯ denotes the complement of I . 〈·, ·〉 stands for a computable one-to-one
pairing function from N × N onto N. Without loss of generality we assume that the pairing function is
monotone in both arguments.
By P, R we denote the set of all partial recursive functions, recursive functions of one argument
from N into N, respectively. P2, R2 stand for the corresponding sets of functions of two variables.
Sometimes we identify a recursive function with the sequence of its values. Thus, for example, 0∞
denotes the everywhere zero function, and 0i1∞ stands for the function f such that f (x)= 0 for all
x < i and f (x)= 1, otherwise. A function f is called an accumulation point of a class U ⊆ R iff for
an arbitrary n ∈ N, there is a function g ∈ U such that g(x)= f (x) for all x ≤ n, but g = f . As we will
see below, containing an accumulation point can make both learning and elm-learning diff cult or even
impossible. We say that a classU ⊆ R is discrete iffU does not contain any of its accumulation points.
Any function ψ ∈ P2 is called a numbering. For a numbering ψ and i ∈ N, ψi denotes the function
λx .ψ(i, x), and Pψ = {ψi | i ∈ N} stands for the class of all partial recursive functions enumerated by
ψ . For f ∈ Pψ , any i ∈ N such that ψi = f is called an index of f in ψ or a ψ-index of f . Now let ψ
be any numbering. Then ψ is said to be decidable iff its index equivalence problem {(i, j) | ψi = ψ j } is
decidable. We callψ one-to-one iff any function fromPψ has exactly oneψ-index. Clearly, any one-to-
one numbering is decidable. The numberingψ is said to be universal iffPψ =P . We callψ paddable iff
there is an injective function P (the padding function) such that for all i, n ∈ N,ψP(i,n) = ψi . Intuitively,
for any i , the padding function generates inf nitely many ψ-indices of ψi . For any numberings ψ and
ψ ′, ψ is said to be reducible to ψ ′ iff there is a function c ∈ R such that for all i ∈ N, ψi = ψ ′c(i).
Informally, the “compiler” c translates every ψ-index to an equivalent ψ ′-index.
A numbering ϕ is called a Go¨del numbering iff any numbering ψ is reducible to ϕ. Clearly, any
Go¨del numbering must be universal. Furthermore, a Go¨del numbering is always paddable, but never
decidable, see Rogers (1958). Go¨del numberings are also called acceptable programming systems, see
Machtey and Young (1978), Smith (1994). Let K = {x | ϕx (x) is def ned} denote the so-called halting
set, where ϕ is any Go¨del numbering. Then K is a recursively enumerable, but not decidable subset
of N. We will use this set K in several proofs below. Notice that any other set being both recursively
enumerable, but not decidable would also do.
Let us call a class U ⊆ R recursively enumerable (abbreviated, r.e.) iff there is a numbering τ such
that Pτ = U . We then call τ a (recursive) numbering of U . Clearly, if τ is a numbering of an r.e. class,
then τ must be everywhere def ned, i.e., τ ∈ R2. At several places below, we need the known fact that
any inf nite r.e. class U ⊆ R has a one-to-one numbering. In order to be self-contained we give a proof
sketch of this result. Let ν be any numbering of U . Let e ∈ R be any injective enumeration of the set
{i | ∀ j < i∃x[ν j (x) = νi (x)]}. Then τi = νe(i) is a one-to-one numbering of U .
We now proceed to def ne the necessary basic notions of learning theory. For more background
in learning theory, especially in inductive inference of recursive functions, the reader is referred to
Angluin and Smith (1983), Blum and Blum (1975), Case and Smith (1983), Freivalds (1991), Klette
and Wiehagen (1980), Osherson et al. (1986), Jain et al. (1999).
An inductive inference machine (IIM) is an algorithmic device that takes in the graph of a recursive
function in natural order and, from time to time, outputs hypotheses, i.e., natural numbers. We say that
an IIM M converges on the function f to i ∈ N iff on input f , M produces an inf nite sequence of
hypotheses all of which are equal to i except at most f nitely many. Notice that no restriction is made that
we should be able to algorithmically determine when (if ever) M on f has arrived at its limit hypothesis.
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DEFINITION 1 (Gold, 1967). Let ψ be any numbering. A class U ⊆ R is said to be learnable in ψ iff
there is an IIM M such that for any function f ∈ U , M converges on f to some ψ-index of f .
Let EX(ψ) denote the set of all classes U of recursive functions which are learnable in ψ .
Let EX denote the union of all the EX(ψ), where ψ varies over all numberings.
Def nition 1makes precise what wemean by “usual Gold style learning,” seeGold (1967). Informally,
U ⊆ R belongs to EX if there is a suitable space of hpypotheses ψ and a suitable learning machine
M such that on any function f ∈ U , “in the limit” M produces an index of f in ψ . The “EX” stands
for “explanation” as a ψ-index of f is an explanation of this function, since it tells us how to f nd the
function value for any argument. Some type of learning must have happened, since only a f nite portion
of the graph of f was seen before a correct ψ-index computing all of f was found. Note that for any
Go¨del numbering ϕ, EX(ϕ)= EX. Actually, if a class can be EX-learned in an arbitrary numbering ψ ,
then the corresponding hypotheses produced can effectively be transformed to equivalent ϕ-indices,
since ψ is reducible to ϕ. Thus, in a sense, Go¨del numberings are the “most powerful” hypotheses
spaces for usual Gold style learning.
As an important special case, we say that a machine M finitely learns a recursive function f in a
numberingψ iff M learns f inψ and M converges on f to the very f rst hypothesis produced, see Gold
(1967). Thus, intuitively, M f nitely learns f inψ if on input f , M produces exactly one hypothesis and
this hypothesis must be an index of f in ψ . Therefore, sometimes f nite learning is also called one-shot
learning. FIN(ψ) and FIN are def ned analogously. It is well-known that a class U ∈ FIN cannot
contain any of its accumulation points, i.e., U must be discrete. Actually, if on some initial segment of
an accumulation point f of U , a learning machine produces its f rst hypothesis, then it has to produce
the same f rst hypothesis on all the inf nitely many functions from U coinciding with f on that initial
segment, a contradiction to f nite learnability of U .
In order to def ne learning by the process of elimination (abbreviated, elm-learning) we again use
IIMs as learning machines, but we interpret their outputs differently.
DEFINITION 2. Let ψ be any numbering. A class U ⊆ R is said to be elm-learnable in ψ iff there
is an IIM M such that for any function f ∈ U , M eventually outputs on f all natural numbers except
one, say j , and j is a ψ-index of f , i.e., ψ j = f .
Let elm EX(ψ) denote the set of all classes U ⊆ R which are elm-learnable in ψ .
Let elm EX denote the union of all the elmEX(ψ), where ψ varies over all numberings.
Thus, intuitively,U is elm-learnable if there is a suitable space of hypothesesψ and a suitable learning
machine M such that on any function f ∈ U , machine M , step by step, cancels all ψ-indices except
one and this missing one is an index of the target function f in the numbering ψ .
3. ELM-LEARNING OF R.E. CLASSES
In this section, we consider elm-learnability of r.e. classes in recursive numberings of these classes.
Clearly, the same r.e. class has many different numberings in general. While in usual Gold style learning
each r.e. class is learnable in all of its numberings, seeGold (1967), this is no longer true for elm-learning.
Actually, it will turn out below that in many cases, elm-learnability of r.e. classes heavily depends on the
specif c numbering. Thus, in this sense, elm-learning is weaker than usual Gold style learning. Hence,
in Subsection 3.1, we will derive several properties which make a numbering “good” for elm-learning.
Then, in Subsection 3.2, we deal with the problem of which r.e. classes remain elm-learnable in all of
their numberings and which do not, respectively.
3.1. Elm-Learnability in a Single Numbering
We start with two properties of recursive numberings each of which will shown to be suff cient
for elm-learnability of the enumerated class in the corresponding numbering, namely decidability and
paddability. Moreover, each of these results implies that any r.e. class possesses numberings in which
it can be elm-learned. On the other hand, neither of these properties turns out to be necessary. So, we
then present a necessary and suff cient condition for elm-learnability in a given recursive numbering.
THEOREM 1. For any r.e. class U ⊆ R and any decidable numbering τ of U, U is elm-learnable
in τ .
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Proof. Suppose τ is a decidable numbering of an r.e. class U of recursive functions. We proceed
to describe the operation of an IIM M that witnesses U ∈ elm EX(τ ). If M receives input data from
f ∈ U , then M outputs all the τ -indices i such that τi contradicts the input data or i is not a minimal
τ -index, i.e., there is a j < i such that τ j = τi . Clearly, since τ is decidable, it is decidable whether
a given τ -index is a minimal one. Obviously, M eventually will output all natural numbers except the
minimal τ -index of f .
Theorem 1 implies that every r.e. class can be elm-learned in a suitable of its numberings.
COROLLARY 2. For any r.e. class U ⊆ R, there is a numbering τ of U such that U is elm-learnable
in τ .
Proof. Let U ⊆ R be any r.e. class. If U is f nite, then the result is trivial. If U is inf nite, then there
is a one-to-one numbering τ of U . Hence τ is decidable and U is elm-learnable in τ by Theorem 1.
Notice the following striking difference between elm-learning of r.e. classes of functions and lan-
guages, respectively. By Theorem 1, every r.e. class of recursive functions is elm-learnable in any of
its numberings where any function possesses one only index. On the other hand, due to Freivalds and
Zeugmann (1996) for elm-learning certain r.e. classes of recursive languages, it is necessary that some
of the corresponding languages must have infinitely many indices in the underlying numbering. More
precisely, this is always true if the class to be elm-learned contains a language together with a proper
sublanguage.
THEOREM 3. For any r.e. class U ⊆ R and any paddable numbering τ of U, U is elm-learnable in τ .
Proof. Suppose τ is a paddable numbering of an r.e. class U of recursive functions. We proceed
to describe the operation of an IIM M that witnesses U ∈ elm EX(τ ). M inputs data and reserves the
least τ -index that does not contradict the input data seen so far. M proceeds to output all the τ -indices,
except for the reserved index. If it turns out that more data arrive and the least τ -index found that does
not contradict the input data has already been output by M , M uses the padding function to f nd an
equivalent τ -index that has not yet been output. M proceeds to hold this index in reserve and to output
all the others.
Clearly, for any recursive numbering τ , the numbering τ ′ def ned by τ ′〈i,n〉 = τi is a paddable version
of τ enumerating the same class as τ does. Hence, also Theorem 3 implies that every r.e. class is
elm-learnable in a suitable of its numberings.
Intuitively, paddability and decidability of the underlying numberings are useful for elm-learning for
different reasons. Paddability ensures that “not too many” indices will be eliminated. Actually, after
having eliminated a certain index which one would better have reserved, one can always effectively f nd
an index being both equivalent to that eliminated one and itself not yet eliminated. On the other hand,
decidability guarantees that “not too less” indices will be eliminated. Indeed, suppose one has to delete
one of two indices such that the corresponding functions described by these indices still coincide. Then,
if these indices are equivalent one can delete an arbitrary one of them; otherwise, one can safely wait
until one of the corresponding functions will differ from the function to be elm-learned.
However, though both being suff cient for elm-learnability of r.e. classes, neither decidability nor
paddability is necessary to this end, as our next result shows.
THEOREM 4. There is an r.e. class U ⊆ R and a numbering τ of U such that τ is neither paddable
nor decidable, but U is elm-learnable in τ .
Proof. Let U = {0i1∞ | i ∈ N}∪ {0∞}. Let e ∈ R be any repetition-free enumeration of the halting
set K . Let τ be such that for any i ∈ N:
τ3i = 0i1∞,
τ3i+1 = 0∞,
τ3i+2 =
{
0i+x1∞, if e(x)= i
0∞, if e(x) = i for all x ∈ N.
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Clearly, τ is a recursive numbering of U .
τ is not paddable, since each function 0i1∞ has at most f nitely many τ -indices.
Now assume to the contrary that τ is decidable by some recursive function d, that is, for any i, j ∈
N, d(i, j)= 1 iff τi = τ j . By def nition of τ, τ3i+2 = 0∞ iff i /∈ K . Furthermore, τ1 = 0∞. Hence, for
any i ∈ N, i /∈ K iff d(1, 3i + 2)= 1. Consequently, K would be decidable, a contradiction.
Finally, let M be an IIM that on any input function outputs all τ -indices 3i + 2, i ≥ 0, and 3i + 1, i ≥
1. Furthermore, M outputs all τ -indices contradicting the input data received. Clearly, M elm-learns U
in τ .
We now present an easy necessary and suff cient condition for elm-learnability of an arbitrary r.e.
class in a given of its numberings. Let U be any r.e. class of recursive functions, and let τ be any
numbering of U . Then I ⊆ N is said to be a system of τ -representatives for U iff for any function
f ∈ U, I contains exactly one τ -index of f .
THEOREM 5 (Stahlhacke, 1997). For any r.e. class U ⊆ R and any numbering τ of U, U is elm-
learnable in τ iff there is a co-r.e. system of τ -representatives for U.
Proof. Necessity. Let U be elm-learnable in τ by some IIM M . For any i ∈ N, let Oi denote the set
of all τ -indices that M outputs when elm-learning the function τi . Def ne I = {i | i ∈ Oi }. Clearly, I is
r.e., since all the Oi ’s are r.e. uniformly in i . By def nition, for any i ∈ N, i /∈ I iff M will never output
i when elm-learning τi . Since U is elm-learnable by M , for any f ∈ U , there is exactly one τ -index i
of f such that i /∈ I . Consequently, I¯ is a system of τ -representatives for U .
Suff ciency. Let I be a co-r.e. system of τ -representatives forU . Let M be an IIM that on any function
from U , outputs both all indices from I¯ (this can be done effectively, since I¯ is r.e.) and all indices
contradicting the input data received. Then M elm-learns U in τ .
Notice that Theorem 5 solves Open Problem 1 from Freivalds et al. (1994b).
3.2. Elm-Learnability in All Numberings
All non-discrete r.e. classes, i.e., classes which contain an accumulation point, turn out to be not elm-
learnable in all of their numberings. From the discrete r.e. classes, all classes within FIN, the family of
all classes being learnable in usual Gold style without any mind change, are elm-learnable in all of their
numberings. From the remaining discrete r.e. classes, i.e., outside of FIN, some are not elm-learnable
in all of their numberings while others are. Finally, we quote Kummer’s (1995) characterization of the
r.e. classes which are elm-learnable in all of their numberings.
THEOREM 6. For any non-discrete r.e. class U ⊆ R, there is a numbering τ of U such that U is not
elm-learnable in τ .
Proof. Let U be any r.e. class containing an accumulation point, say f . We will construct a num-
bering τ of U such that U is not elm-learnable in τ . This numbering will be built in such a way that
τi = f iff i ∈ K¯ . Moreover, any function from U\{ f } will have exactly one τ -index. These properties
already imply the desired result. Actually, assume to the contrary that U would be elm-learnable in τ
by some IIM M . Consider what happens when we give M input from f , the accumulation point. If
M outputs i on some initial segment of f and τi agrees with f on that segment, then call this i an
A-index. If i is an A-index, then τi must be an index for f as if not, M would just have eliminated
the only index for whatever function τi does compute and, hence, would fail to elm-learn U in τ .
Let a denote the unique τ -index that M does not output when given f as input. Then, by the above,
{A-indices } ∪ {a} = K¯ . Since the set of A-indices is recursively enumerable, this makes K¯ recursively
enumerable, a contradiction. Thus, it remains to def ne the numbering τ with the above properties.
Therefore let u0, u1, . . . be a repetition-free enumeration of U without f . We call this list the U list.
Let k0, k1, . . . (the K list) be a repetition-free enumeration of K . The basic plan for constructing the
numbering τ is to make the rows k ∈ K compute functions from the U list, selected one at a time.
Since membership in K is not decidable, we must make more and more rows look more and more like
f . Hence, when we f nd out that k ∈ K , we may have already def ned row k as f up to some argument.
This means that we will have to “look ahead” in the U list to f nd a suitable extension of that row.
Substage K in the def nition of τ below handles this situation. Notice that such an extension always
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exists. Indeed, by the def nition of accumulation point, for each initial segment of f , there are infinitely
many functions inU extending that segment. However, this leaves the problem of what to do with items
that were passed over when looking ahead in the U list as we must make sure they all get τ -indices.
This is handled by “looking ahead” in the K list as well. We do this in substage U of the def nition of
τ below.
The def nition of τ proceeds by stages. Rows of τ may be committed during some stage. Intuitively,
row k becomes committed iff the function in row k, i.e., τk , has been def ned completely. Members of
the U and the K lists will be removed from their corresponding list. Once an item is removed from the
list, its stays removed forever and we will work further with the remaining list. We keep calling these
remaining lists the U list and the K list, respectively. More precisely, at every stage, the first item of
both the U list and the K list will be removed. In addition, one more item will often be removed from
each of these lists.
Definition of τ .
Execute the following stages s, s ≥ 0, in their natural order.
Begin Stage s.
Substage K : Let k be the f rst item of the K list.
If k > s, then row k is completely empty at this point. Hence, we can def ne
τk = u j ,
where u j is the f rst item from the U list. Remove u j from the U list, remove k from the K list,
and commit row k.
If k ≤ s, then row k, representing τk , has already been def ned as f for all x < s. Then search
for the f rst item u j from the U list such that u j (x) = τk(x) for all x < s. Notice that such a u j
does exist, by the def nition of accumulation point. Then def ne
τk(x) = u j (x), for all x ≥ s (hence, τk = u j ).
Remove u j from the U list, remove k from the K list, and commit row k.
End Substage K .
Begin Substage U : Let u j be the f rst item of the U list. Then search for the f rst item k from
the K list such that row k is still completely empty. Def ne
τk = u j .
Remove u j from the U list, remove k from the K list, and commit row k.
End Substage U .
Begin Substage K¯ : For each i < s such that row i is not yet committed, def ne
τi (s) = f (s).
Furthermore, if row s is not yet committed, def ne
τs(x) = f (x) for all x ≤ s.
End Substage K¯ .
End Stage s.
End Definition of τ .
Clearly, τ is a recursive numbering.
Furthermore, by substage U and substage K , each function g ∈ U\{ f }, has exactly one τ -index k,
and this k belongs to K . Conversely, if k ∈ K , then τk = f . Finally, by substage K¯ , for each i ∈ N,
τi = f iff i ∈ K¯ . This completes the proof.
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The numbering τ of the proof of Theorem 6 was constructed in such a way that the τ -index set of the
accumulation point f , i.e., the set {i |τi = f }, equals K¯ and, hence, is not recursively enumerable. Notice
that this is a crucial point of the proof and, in a sense, cannot be replaced by an easier construction.
Actually, if the τ -index set of f is recursively enumerable and each of the other functions from U has
exactly one τ -index (as it is in our construction), then the class U would be elm-learnable in τ , as it
immediately follows from Theorem 5.
From the discrete r.e. classes, all classes from FIN are elm-learnable in all of their numberings.
THEOREM 7. For any r.e. class U ∈ FIN and any numbering τ of U, U is elm-learnable in τ .
Proof. Let U be any r.e. class such that U ∈ FIN by some IIM M in some numbering. Let τ be any
numbering of U . Then τ must be decidable. Actually, for any i, j ∈ N, τi = τ j iff M outputs the same
hypothesis on both τi and τ j . Hence U is elm-learnable in τ by Theorem 1.
In contrast to Theorem 7, there are r.e. classes which are discrete (as all the FIN-classes are) but
which are not elm-learnable in all of their numberings.
THEOREM 8. There is a discrete r.e. class U ⊆ R and a numbering τ of U such that U is not
elm-learnable in τ .
Proof. Let e ∈ R be any repetition-free enumeration of the halting set K . Then def ne the numbering
τ such that for any i ∈ N,
τ2i = i∞,
τ2i+1 =
{
i x (i + 1)∞, if e(x)= i
i∞, if e(x) = i for all x ∈ N.
Obviously, τ is a recursive numbering of some class U . Moreover, U is discrete.
In order to prove that U is not elm-learnable in τ , it suff ces to show that τ is not decidable, but elm-
learnability ofU in τ would imply decidability of τ . Thus, assume to the contrary that τ is decidable. By
the def nition of τ , for any i ∈ N, τ2i+1 = i∞ iff i /∈ K . Hence, i /∈ K iff τ2i+1 = τ2i . Consequently, K is
decidable. This contradiction proves that τ is not decidable. Now suppose that U is elm-learnable in τ
by some machine M . In order to derive that then τ is decidable, it suff ces to show that one can decide
if τ2i = τ2i+1; indeed, τ j = τk if j and k are not consecutive numbers. Let i be an arbitrary number.
Choose n such that M outputs some j ∈ {2i, 2i + 1} when fed the initial segment of length n of the
function i∞. Such an n must exist, since M elm-learns U in τ . If τ2i (x) = τ2i+1(x) for some x ≤ n, then
we are done. If τ2i (x)= τ2i+1(x) for all x ≤ n, then τ2i = τ2i+1 must hold, as otherwise M , on input from
τ j , would just have eliminated the only index of τ j . Hence, τ is decidable. This contradiction completes
the proof.
Clearly, Theorem 7 implies U /∈ FIN for the class U from the proof of Theorem 8. Thus, Theorems 6
and 8 show that most classes not belonging to FIN are not elm-learnable in all of their numberings.
More precisely, this includes
—all classes containing an accumulation point, Theorem 6,
—very easy classes containing no accumulation point, Theorem 8.
Consequently, one could expect that the remaining, more complicated classes out of FIN are also
not elm-learnable in all of their numberings. Surprisingly, the opposite is true! Actually, there is a
“very complex” class not in FIN which is elm-learnable in all of its numberings. This class was f rst
constructed by Selivanov (1976) for another purpose. The construction uses a priority argument. In
order to state the original result by Selivanov more precisely, we need the following notion. Let U be
any r.e. class of recursive functions. Then we say that all numberings of U are intercompilable iff for
all numberings τ and τ ′ of U , τ is reducible to τ ′ and τ ′ is reducible to τ . Now Selivanov’s result can
be stated as follows.
THEOREM 9 (Selivanov, 1976). There is an r.e. class U /∈ FIN such that all numberings of U are
intercompilable.
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From Theorem 9 one can easily derive the following result.
COROLLARY 10. There is an r.e. class U /∈ FIN such that U is elm-learnable in all of its numberings.
Proof. Let U be the class from Theorem 9. Let τ be an arbitrary numbering of U . Let τ ′ be any
one-to-one numbering of U . Then, by assumption, τ is reducible to τ ′ by some compiler c. Hence τ is
decidable, since τi = τ j iff c(i) = c( j). Consequently, U is elm-learnable in τ by Theorem 1.
Notice hat Corollary 10 solves Open Problem 2 from Freivalds et al. (1994b). This solution was
presented in Freivalds et al. (1994a) for the f rst time. Also notice that Theorem 6 implies that every r.e.
class U /∈ FIN which is elm-learnable in all of its numberings must be discrete.
FromTheorem 7 andCorollary 10, it follows that the familiy of all r.e. classes which are elm-learnable
in all of their numberings is a proper superset of FIN. This family has even been characterized by
Kummer (1995) using a priority argument. Thereby Kummer solved the long-standing open problem of
pure recursion-theoretic numbering theory, namely to characterize the r.e. classes of recursive functions
all the numberings of which are intercompilable. Interestingly, both notions coincide.
THEOREM 11 (Kummer, 1995). For any r.e. class U ⊆ R, U is elm-learnable in all of its numberings
iff all numberings of U are intercompilable.
4. ELM-LEARNING OF ARBITRARY CLASSES
In this section, we consider elm-learning of arbitrary classes of recursive functions, i.e., classes
which are not necessarily recursively enumerable. In order to do so we allow arbitrary numberings as
hypotheses spaces. Again, paddability turns out to be a useful property for elm-learning. To an essential
part this fact explains the power of Go¨del numberings for the purpose of elm-learning. Specif cally,
this implies that elm-learning and EX-learning are of the same power. On the other hand, decidability
can be both very useful or extremely useless for elm-learning now. We conclude this section with some
characterizations.
Our f rst result shows that, in any numbering, the power of elm-learning is upper bounded by the
power of EX-learning, and for paddable numberings this bound will be achieved.
THEOREM 12. For any numbering ψ , elm EX(ψ) ⊆ EX(ψ). For any paddable numbering ψ,
elm EX(ψ)= EX(ψ).
Proof. Let ψ be any numbering. Let U ⊆ R be any class which is elm-learnable in ψ by some
machine M . Then, obviously, U is EX-learnable in ψ by a machine which, on any input function and
at any step, outputs the least ψ-index not yet eliminated by M on this input function.
Now let ψ be any paddable numbering. Then it suff ces to show that EX(ψ) ⊆ elmEX(ψ). Let
U ⊆ R be EX-learnable in ψ by a machine M . Let M ′ be a machine that works as follows. On any
input fuction, M ′ outputs all ψ-indices except the most recent output by M on this input function, say
j . In case j was already eliminated by M ′ at an earlier step, M ′ f nds a “padded version” of j to reserve
from output. Hence, M ′ will eventually reserve from output the limit hypothesis produced by M ′ or a
padded version thereof. Consequently, M ′ elm-learns U in ψ .
Specif cally, Theorem 12 implies that Go¨del numberings are the “most powerful” numberings for
elm-learning, and that their power is characterized just by the power of EX-learning.
COROLLARY 13. For any numbering ψ and for any Go¨del numbering ϕ, elm EX(ψ) ⊆
elm EX(ϕ)= EX.
Proof. Let ψ be any numbering, and let ϕ be any Go¨del numbering. Then ψ is reducible to ϕ via
some recursive compiler c. Moreover, ϕ is paddable. Now let U be elm-learnable in ψ by an IIM M .
Then a machine M ′ that U elm-learns in ϕ can be built in an analogous manner as in the proof of
Theorem 12. Actually, if the least ψ-index not yet eliminated by M is j , then M ′ proceeds to output all
ϕ-indices except c( j). If M ′ had already eliminated c( j) before, then M ′ f nds a padded version of c( j)
to reserve from elimination. Clearly, M ′ elm-learns U in ϕ.
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Since ϕ is paddable, we have elm EX(ϕ)= EX(ϕ) by Theorem 12. As ϕ is a Go¨del numbering,
EX(ϕ)= EX holds.
The above result easily allows to derive that learning by the process of elimination and usual Gold
style learning are of the same power.
COROLLARY 14. elm EX = EX
Proof. Immediately from Corollary 13.
In contrast to recursive numberings, for arbitrary numberings decidability in general does not enable
powerful elm-learning. Indeed, as Theorem 15 shows, sometimes decidability even cannot prevent a
numbering from being “maximally weak” for elm-learning. Therefore, let Finite denote the set of all
finite classes of recursive functions.
THEOREM 15. There is a decidable universal numbering ψ such that elm EX(ψ) = Finite.
The proof of Theorem 15 follows from two lemmas. Another def nition is needed for these lemmas.
For any numbering ϕ, let min EX(ϕ) denote the family of all classes U ⊆ R such that there is an IIM
EX-learning the minimal ϕ-index of every function f ∈ U .
LEMMA 16 (Freivalds, 1975). There is a Go¨del numbering ϕ such that min EX(ϕ) = Finite.
LEMMA 17. For any universal numbering ϕ, there is a universal one-to-one numbering ψ such that
min EX(ϕ) = EX(ψ).
Proof. The proof follows from a careful observation of the construction of a universal one-to-one
numbering due to Friedberg (1958); see Malcev (1965) for details.
Proof of Theorem 15. Take theGo¨del numberingϕ fromLemma16.ApplyLemma17 toϕ, obtaining
the universal and one-to-one numbering ψ . By the choice of ϕ and ψ , EX(ψ) = min EX(ϕ) = Finite.
Hence, by Theorem 12, elm EX(ψ) ⊆ Finite. The converse, i.e. Finite ⊆ elm EX(ψ), holds trivially
for any universal numbering.
Theorem 15 also answers the question as to which classes are elm-learnable in all universal number-
ings.
COROLLARY 18. For any class U ⊆ R, U is elm-learnable in all universal numberings iff U is finite.
Proof. The necessity follows immediately from Theorem 15. The suff ciency is obvious.
On the other hand, decidable numberings can also be very useful for elm-learning of arbitrary classes
of recursive functions. More exactly, one can even characterize elm-learnability in terms of certain
one-to-one numberings. Therefore, we call a numbering ψ strongly one-to-one iff there is a recursive
function d such that for any distinct i, j , there is an x ≤ d(i, j) with ψi (x) = ψ j (x). Thus, informally,
the functions ψi and ψ j do not only differ, but one can even effectively bound the minimal argument
on which they differ.
THEOREM 19. For any class U ⊆ R, U is elm-learnable iff there is a strongly one-to-one numbering
ψ such that U ⊆ Pψ .
Proof. Formally, the result follows from elm EX = EX, see Corollary 14, and U ∈ EX iff there is
a strongly one-to-one numbering ψ such that U ⊆ Pψ , see Wiehagen (1978). In order to make the
suff ciency proof more transparent, we will sketch the work of machine M which elm-learns a class
U ⊆ Pψ in ψ , where ψ is a strongly one-to-one numbering. On any input function f ∈ U, M outputs
all ψ-indices i such that there is a j = i with ψ j (x)= f (x) for all x ≤ d(i, j). Let j denote the only
ψ-index of f . Then, clearly, any i = j will eventually be eliminated by M , but j itself will not.
Notice that the idea of Theorem 19 is also used in Jain et al. (1996), though in a more implicit way
there and without proof.
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5. ELM-LEARNING GENERALIZED
In this section, we consider two generalizations of elm-learning. The f rst one allows the machine to
f nitely often change its mind on whether to eliminate an index in the underlying numbering or not, see
Def nition 3 below. In dependence of this underlying numbering, this relaxation does or does not enrich
the capabilities of usual elm-learning, respectively. The second generalization allows the machine to
eliminate all indices except a set of f xed f nite or arbitrarily f nite cardinality, respectively, such that this
set of missing indices contains a correct index of the target function, see Def nition 4 below. In case of
f xed f nite cardinality, the corresponding types of elm-learning coincide with traditional team-learning.
In case of arbitrarily f nite cardinality, even the class of all recursive functions can be learned. Thus, in
all of these cases, elm-learning is considerably stronger than usual Gold style learning in the analogous
situation. Actually, allowing an EX-learning machine to converge to any finite set of indices containing
a correct index for the target function does not increase its learning power, since in the limit these f nitely
many indices can be “amalgamated” into a single correct index, see Case and Smith (1983).
Below we state the corresponding results for Go¨del numberings. However, they remain valid for
paddable numberings as well. So, as in the preceding sections, once more paddability turns out to be a
really useful property also for generalized elm-learning.
DEFINITION 3. Let ψ be any numbering. A class U ⊆ R is said to be elm-learnable in ψ with
mind changes (written: U ∈ elm EXmc(ψ)) iff for any f ∈ U , the IIM outputs an inf nite sequence of
messages about acceptance or rejection of ψ-indices such that:
1. for every ψ-index, there is only a f nite number of messages about this index,
2. in the end all the ψ-indices but one are rejected, and this only one is a correct ψ-index of the
target function f .
Our next result shows that, in an arbitrary numbering, the power of elm-learning with mind changes
just coincides with that of EX-learning.
THEOREM 20. For any numbering ψ, elm EXmc(ψ)= EX(ψ).
Proof. Let ψ be any numbering. Let U ∈ elm EXmc(ψ) as witnessed by an IIM M . Let M ′ be an
IIM that, by simulating M , always outputs the least ψ-index which is currently not rejected by M .
Clearly, on any function from U, M ′ will converge to the only ψ-index which eventually will not be
rejected by M . Hence, U ∈ EX(ψ) by M ′.
Conversely, let U ∈ EX(ψ) by an IIM M . Let M ′ be an IIM that simulates M and contemporarily
rejects anyψ-index which differs from M’s current hypothesis. Then, on any function fromU , the only
ψ-index eventually being not rejected by M ′ will be the ψ-index M is converging to. Consequently,
U ∈ elm EXmc(ψ) by M ′.
From Theorem 20 above, we can easily derive that in some numberings, elm-learning with mind
changes enhances the power of elm-learning without mind changes, while in other numberings, both
types are of the same power.
COROLLARY 21. For some numberings ψ, elm EXmc(ψ) ⊃ elm EX(ψ). For any Go¨del numbering ϕ,
elm EXmc(ϕ)= elm EX(ϕ).
Proof. The f rst part easily follows from Theorem 20 and Theorem 6, while the second part is an
immediate consequence from Theorem 20 and Theorem 12.
Clearly, by the same argument as above, in any paddable numbering, elm-learning with and without
mind changes are of the same power.
We now consider another generalization of elm-learning. Here, informally, the machine eliminates
nearly all of the indices in the given numbering. What is meant by “nearly all” is made precise by the
following def nition.
DEFINITION 4. Let ψ be any numbering. A class U ⊆ R is said to be elm-learnable in ψ with
n ∈ N possibilities (written: U ∈ elm EXn(ψ)) iff for any f ∈ U , the IIM outputs all but at most n
ψ-indices and among the missing ones there is a correct ψ-index of the target function f . U is said to
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be elm-learnable in ψ with a f nite set of possibilities (written: U ∈ elm EX∗(ψ)) iff for any f ∈ U , the
IIM outputs all but a f nite set of ψ-indices where this f nite set of missing indices contains a correct
ψ-index of the target function f .
In order to characterize elm-learnability with n possibilities we need the following notion. A class
U ⊆ R is called learnable by a team of n IIMs in a numbering ψ (written: U ∈ n-teamEX(ψ)) iff for
any function f ∈ U , there is at least one IIM in the team which EX(ψ)-learns f , see Smith (1982).
THEOREM 22. For any Go¨del numbering ϕ and for any n ≥ 1, elm EXn(ϕ) = n-teamEX(ϕ).
Proof. Let ϕ be any Go¨del numbering and U be any class of recursive functions. Suppose that
U ∈ elm EXn(ϕ) as witnessed by the IIM M . We show a team of IIMs M1, . . ., Mn that learns U in ϕ.
Given f ∈ U as input, each of M1, . . ., Mn simulates the operation of M on input from f . Teammember
Mi outputs as its hypothesis the i th minimal ϕ-index not yet eliminated by M . Since U ∈ elm EXn(ϕ),
M will output all indices, except at most n. Hence, if j is never output by M on input from f ∈ U , then
one of M1, . . . , Mn will converge on input f to j . Hence, the team learns U in ϕ.
Suppose M ′1, . . . , M ′n is a team that learnsU inϕ.We showan IIM M ′ thatwitnessesU ∈ elm EXn(ϕ).
M ′, on input from f ∈ U , simulates each of M ′1, . . . , M ′n on the same input. Suppose p1, . . . , pn are
the most recent outputs by M ′1, . . . , M ′n , respectively, on the input seen so far. M ′ proceeds to output all
indices, except p1, . . . , pn . If it is the case that M ′ has already output (eliminated) some pi , then M ′
reserves a padded version of pi . Since M ′1, . . . , M ′n is a team that learnsU , at least one of the sequences
of pi ’s (for some i between 1 and n) will converge to a correct ϕ-index for f . This index or a padded
version thereof, will be withheld from elimination by M ′. Furthermore, since M ′ reserves only one
index for each team member, M ′ will output all but at most n ϕ-indices. Hence, U ∈ elm EXn(ϕ).
Again, it follows from the proof of Theorem 22 that this result holds for any paddable numbering.
Moreover, Theorem 22 yields the following hierarchy result.
COROLLARY 23. For any Go¨del numbering ϕ and for all n ≥ 1, elm EXn(ϕ) ⊂ elm EXn+1(ϕ).
Proof. This follows immediately from Theorem 22 and the team hierarchy theorem due to Smith
(1982).
Our next result shows that the whole class of all recursive functions is elm EX∗-learnable in any
Go¨del numbering.
THEOREM 24. For any Go¨del numbering ϕ,R ∈ elmEX∗(ϕ).
Proof. Let ϕ be anyGo¨del numbering. Hence, there is a padding function P for ϕ.We now construct
an IIM M that elm EX∗-learns all the recursive functions inϕ. The goal of our construction is to guarantee
that some P(i, x) is never eliminated for i theminimal ϕ-index of the target function and x some padding
factor. This will be accomplished by having M consider all possible bounds m and look for the least i
such that ϕi agrees with the target function on all arguments x ≤ m. Since this search may be slow, for
arbitrary m, a decreasing sequence of i’s is found.
Let f denote the target function and w the least ϕ-index for f . Let y be the least integer such that
for all i < w there is an x ≤ y such that ϕi (x) = f (x). It follows that for m ≥ y, the least i such that
ϕi (0)= f (0), . . . , ϕi (m)= f (m) is w.
Now we formally describe M . A system of markers is used to “reserve” some indices. A marker m
will be placed on some index P(i, x) to indicate the discovery that ϕi (y) = f (y) for all y ≤ m, no
j < i has been discovered to agree with f on the f rst m + 1 arguments, and M has already eliminated
P(i, y) for all y < x . Smaller j’s agreeing with f may be found later. If this happens, the marker is
moved. Execute the following stages in their natural order.
Begin Stage s. With two applications of the decoding functions that come with the pairing
function, let s = 〈i, 〈m, t〉〉. Compute t steps of each of the computations ϕi (0), . . . , ϕi (m). If
all these values have been already computed in t − 1 steps or some value x ≤ m is found such
that ϕi (x) = f (x), eliminate the least index that has not yet been eliminated and has no marker
and go to stage s + 1. If each of ϕi (0), . . . , ϕi (m) are def ned within t computation steps and at
least one of these values is computed in exactly t steps (so this is the f rst opportunity with m
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and i), then continue as follows. Look for a j < i such that t computation steps are suff cient to
discover that ϕ j (x) = f (x) for all x ≤ m. If there is such a j , then eliminate the least index that
has not yet been eliminated and has no marker and go to stage s + 1. Notice that if we assume
that the pairing function is monotone in both its arguments, 〈 j, 〈m, t〉〉 < s, so we considered
j and m at a previous stage. If there is no such j , then place the marker m on the least index
P(i, k) that has not yet been eliminated by M . If there was some other marker m on some other
index, remove it. Eliminate the least index that has not yet been eliminated and has no marker
and go to stage s + 1.
End Stage s.
Consider what happens when some marker m is placed. If m ≥ y is placed on i = P(w, x) for
some x , then, since w is the least ϕ-index for f and y was chosen large enough, at some later stage, w
will be found as the j < i and the marker will move. Let m′ ≥ y be the f rst marker in the construction
that lands on some P(w, x). This marker will never later move, as M has already eliminated P(w, z)
for all z < x . Furthermore, all other markers m with m ′ = m ≥ y will end up moving to the same
P(w, x) as ϕw is discovered to agree with f on longer and longer initial segments. Since there are only
f nitely many markers m < y, there are only f nitely many indices that remain marked throughout the
construction. All others will be eliminated by M . However, P(w, x), a correct ϕ-index for f , is in the
set of permanently marked indices. Hence, M elm EX∗-learns all the recursive functions.
An easy inspection of the proof of Theorem 24 shows thatR is elm EX∗-learnable in any numbering
being both universal and paddable.
One can expect the following counterpart of Theorem 24 to hold for r.e. classes: “For any r.e. class
U ⊆ R and for any numbering τ of U , U is elm-learnable in τ with a f nite set of possibilities.”
However, this counterpart fails.
THEOREM 25. For any non-discrete r.e. class U ⊆ R, there is a numbering τ of U such that
U ∈ elm EX∗(τ ).
Proof. Suppose U is an r.e. class of recursive functions containing an accumulation point f . Let
τ be the numbering of U constructed in the proof of Theorem 6. This numbering had the property
that τi = f iff i ∈ K¯ , and that any function from U\{ f } has exactly one τ -index. Suppose by way of
contradiction, that M is an IIM that witnesses U ∈ elm EX∗(τ ). Consider what happens when we give
M input from f . If M outputs i on some initial segment of f and τi agrees with f on that segment, then
call this i an A-index. If i is an A-index, then τi must be an index for f as if not, M would have just
eliminated the only index for whatever function τi does compute and, hence, would fail to elm-learn U
in τ , even with respect to the more liberal type elm EX∗. Let F denote the f nite set of τ -indices that
M does not output when given f as input. Let B be the subset of F that contains only τ -indices of f .
Since F is f nite, so is B. Furthermore, B = ∅ as we have assumed M elm EX∗-learns U . Since τi = f
iff i ∈ K¯ , {A-indices} ∪ B = K¯ . Since the set of A-indices is recursively enumerable, this makes K¯
recursively enumerable, a contradiction.
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